Solutions for Unique Sign
and Product Placement.

Spider Track
™

Solutions for any non-grid ceiling.
Spider Track is ideal for window displays and plasterboard ceilings.
Simply install the Track and hang your sign. It’s that simple!
•

Multiple tracks can be used to create a layered look.

•

Shift, remove and replace displays in seconds.

•

Available in anodized aluminum or white paint for
plaster and drywall ceilings.

Spider Track
48”

25-0027
96”

Clear anodized aluminum or white painted for plaster or drywall ceilings.
Includes mounting hardware. Custom colors available. Minimum quantities
may apply. Additional replacement kits available, call for pricing.

Tile Divider
Position signage wherever you need it.
Compatible with regular grid and mini grid, the Tile Divider gives you even more display options. No longer limited to
the location of your ceiling grids, you can hang your graphics exactly where you want them. New end caps provide an
even cleaner look.
Tile Divider
25-0027-W22.875

Regular Grid 24” (nominal)
25-0027-W23.25

Mini Grid 24” (nominal)
White painted aluminum to match most
standard ceiling grids. Custom colors available.
Minimum quantities apply. Two end caps are
included with each Tile Divider. For other sizes,
call for pricing.

New ends caps create a finished look.

www.rosedisplays.com

Conventional ceiling tile with Tile Divider.

Compatible with regular grid or mini grid;
Please specify grid type when ordering to
ensure proper length.

Super Tile Divider

Displaying signage from your drop ceiling
will never be the same.
The Super Tile Divider has all of the same features and benefits as our popular Tile Divider, with added capability. An
even sturdier design allows the Super Tile Divider to cross multiple grids in the short direction or a single grid in the
long direction, letting you hang even more graphics where you need them. Unique End Caps allow you to place on
regular, mini or recessed grid.

Super Tile Divider
25-0031-W22.875

Regular Grid 24” (nominal)
25-0031-W46.875

Regular Grid 48” (nominal)
25-0031-W23.25

06-5800-W
Super Tile Divider End Cap
White
2 End Caps included with
each Super Tile Divider

Mini Grid 24” (nominal)
25-0031-W47.25

Mini Grid 48” (nominal)

Compatible with regular grid, recessed or mini
grid; Please specify grid type when ordering to
ensure proper length.

1- 800 - 631-9707

Accessories

White painted aluminum to match most
standard ceiling grids. Custom colors available.
Minimum quantities apply. For other sizes, call
for pricing.

